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Relax when you use OUR TEAM.

CONTINUING TO
WORK FOR YOU.
SBB/GDL, the team devoted to getting 
the best results for our commercial 
and stud stock clients. Supported by 
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team of local livestock agents.
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Can’t make the sale?
Purchase online in eight simple steps!

Log on to AuctionsPlus and bid on your phone, tablet or computer.

REGISTER ONLINE
Free once off registration for all auctions.

COMPLETE BUYER INDUCTION
The buyer induction will help you understand the roles and 
responsibilities of everyone on the AuctionsPlus system.

VIEW CATALOGUE
View photos, videos, pedigrees and more.

ENTER AUCTION
Log into the auction anytime, anywhere and bid on your mobile, tablet 
or computer.

AUTO BID
Can’t stay for the whole sale? Set your maximum bid on the lot that 
you want to purchase and let the computer bid for you.

CONTACT SELLING AGENT
If successful, contact selling agent to arrange payment and delivery. 
The agent contact details will be available in the catalogue header.

PAYMENT
Via the selling agent’s terms and conditions.

DELIVERY
Arrange transport of livestock at your expense.

Contact AuctionsPlus on (02) 9262 4222
or email studsales@auctionsplus.com.au

or www.auctionsplus.com.au

Check us out on:



2020 NT Senepols Invitational Sale 

Sale Information 

22/06/2020 

37 Bulls 

Sale Commencing 10 am 

Auctions Plus (Only)  

Simultaneous Auction 

SBB Rocky/ GDL Are the Selling Agents 
COVID-19 Impacts

Due to the uncertainty surrounding COVID-19 NT Senepols has this year made the tough 
decision to run the sale online only. How will it work? 

The sale will be run on Auctions Plus, with all lots being offered simultaneously as per their 
usual weekly commercial sales.  

In a simultaneous Auction all lots are able to be bid on at once. After the first hour of the 
sale a timer will start at 60 seconds, the timer resets when there is bidding activity on any 
lot in the sale. Every time someone places a bid on any lot, the timer resets to 60 seconds. 
The amount of time the timer resets to gradually decreases until bidding activity stops for 
long enough for it to count down to zero. At this point all lots in the sale are closed. If you 
were the winning bidder on any lot in the sale and it hadn’t met reserve you have one hour 
of priority negotiation time where the vendor cannot sell the lot to anyone else. After this 
time the vendor is free to sell the lot to whoever they please. 

If you are not confident with the Auctions Plus system talk to your agent or our agents and 
they will be more than happy to facilitate your bidding for you. 

SBB/ GDL Rockhampton Contacts 

Josh Heck   0409 732 676 

Bill Beck  0417 762 438 

Georgie Connor  0428 347 550 



Inspecting Bulls 

If you would like to inspect the bulls prior to Auction you are more than welcome to. They 
are ready for inspection from now right up until the sale date. The NT Senepols bulls will be 
on property at Casino in Northern NSW and the 2 Silverleigh bulls will be at their home 
property at Oakey. 

To arrange an inspection of the NT Senepols Bulls call Colin:  0427 524 755 

To arrange an inspection of the Silverleigh Bulls call Gary: 0411 035 420 

Delivery 

Due to not bringing the bulls to Rockhampton this year we are offering the following: 

Free Delivery to Rockhampton – CQLX Gracemere 

Free Delivery to Emerald – Emerald Saleyards 

Free Delivery within 200 KM of Casino, NSW 

Depending on where bulls sell, and the final route taken, there may be opportunities to drop 

some bulls off at locations along the way. Talk to us or our agents after the sale if you would 

like assistance with delivery.  

The Bulls 

There are 37 Bulls Catalogued. 

35 NT Senepols bulls comprised of:  33 x Purebred Senepol - Senepol Australia Registered 
Bulls 

1 x 75% Senepol 25% Angus - Senepol Australia 
Registered Black Bull 

1 x 75% Senepol 25% Angus - Senepol Australia 
Registered Red Bull     

2 Silverleigh Senepols bulls: 2 x Purebred Senepol – Senepol Australia Registered  
Bulls 

The bulls will be aged between 15 & 28 months on sale day.  

Preparation 

The NT Senepols bulls have been prepared in a rocky hill paddock where they have had ad 
lib access to Rhodes Grass dominated pasture, Riverina 14% Stud Cattle Pellets, and 
Wheaten Header Tailings for approx. 90 days pre sale. Prior to this they were on and off 
drought rations from weaning with an 8 week period on grass prior to going on full sale 
preparation. This isn’t usually the way we like to raise our bulls, but as you all know the 
seasons didn’t give us much choice. 



Data 

The bulls will be scanned by Paul Kenny a week prior to the sale. A supplementary sheet will 
be generated and circularised as soon as it is available via email and online. It will feature: 

 weights, P8 and Rib Fat Scans, EMA, Semen Motility and Scrotal Circumference. Yearling 
Scrotals for most lots are printed in the catalogue. 

Health 

The bulls have all been treated with: 

- Pestiguard Vaccine
- Longrange Botulinum Vaccine
- 7 in 1 Vaccine
- Vibrovax Vaccine
- 3 Germ Vaccine (Tick Fever)
- Bovine Ephemeral Fever (3 Day) Vaccine

They are all tick free and ready to Travel - subject to ringworm recovery. 

We are JBAS 7, currently upgrading to JBAS 8, however the bulls aren’t WA eligible yet. 

The Agents 

We are continuing with our relationship with SBB Rockhampton who are now part of the 
GDL network. They will be presiding over the sale. Contact them if you need any info about 
the bulls or Auctions Plus and they will be more than happy to help. 

Josh Heck   0409 732 676 

Bill Beck  0417 762 438 

Georgie Connor  0428 347 550 

We are still offering the 5% introducing agents rebate to encourage agents from outside the 
GDL network to assist our buyers. Make sure to mention this to your agents if you need 
their assistance. 



NT Senepols Guarantee 

Every bull in the sale is guaranteed to be sound and fertile at the time of sale. 

If a bull becomes infertile or breaks down due to reasons other than injury, misadventure or 
locally acquired disease, at any time in the next 12 months, we will: 

provide you with a satisfactory replacement if available, or issue you with a credit equal to 
purchase price to be used at a future NT Senepols sale.  

We recommend you insure animals against injury: The agents will be able to direct you to a 
contact to insure your purchases. 

This guarantee is in addition to the normal terms and conditions governing auction sales, 
and as such the vendor’s decision will be final. Buyers may be requested to supply a 
veterinary report. 

Grades 

Grade A = 50%-74.9% Senepol 

Grade B = 75%-87.4% Senepol 

Grade C = 87.5%- 93.74% Senepol 

Purebred = 93.75% - 100% Senepol 

Delivery 

As of the moment a number of our bulls are infected with ringworm, delivery will be 
postponed until the bulls have cleaned up. We will hold the bulls free of charge for as long 
as it may take. 

We’re happy to keep bulls for up to 2 months free of charge, for any reason, however to 
take advantage of free delivery, buyers will need to accept delivery when transport can be 
arranged. 



GODP80016 Lot 2 

GODP80022 Lot 3 
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CBN05315 CARIBBEAN 05315 (AI) (ET)
Sire: GODH20036 NAMOONA CHARLES BARKLEY 38

CBN0704 CARIBBEAN 0704
Grade:

Animal: GODP80013 NAMOONA PEZ 

5ST050577 FIVE STAR 050577 (AI) (ET)
Dam: SPK08129 PINNACLE POCKET BELLA

AACSE1L31 AACO SE1L31 (ET)

GODG10016 NAMOONA JASON ALEXANDER
Sire: GODK40048 NAMOONA KING KUNTA 37

5ST080913 FIVE STAR 08-913
Grade:

Animal: GODP80016 NAMOONA PADDLE 

GODF00002 NAMOONA JIM HYNE
Dam: GODJ30005 NAMOONA JULIE BRAITHWAITE

CBN04016 CARIBBEAN 04016 (ET)

NT Senepols Bulls 
Lots 1-35

2 GODP80016 DOB: 18/02/2018

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Lot: 1 GODP80013 DOB: 08/02/2018

Age: 28 Months

Age: 28 Months

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

This bloke is a classy son of "King Kunta", he has length, frame and depth and carries his weight really well.

$

A very easy doing, well fleshed, early maturing type. By the very well performed "Charles Barkley", he can only be a 
herd improver. He will put some punch into his offspring.

$
Lot:

1
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GODG10016 NAMOONA JASON ALEXANDER
Sire: GODK40048 NAMOONA KING KUNTA 35.5

5ST080913 FIVE STAR 08-913
Grade:

Animal: GODP80022 NAMOONA PEW 

5ST050455 FIVE STAR TITAN (ET)
Dam: 5ST080814 FIVE STAR 08-814

5ST020819 FIVE STAR 20819 (AI) (ET)

GODH20036 NAMOONA CHARLES BARKLEY
Sire: GODL50042 NAMOONA LEBRON JAMES NR

GODG10015 NAMOONA IODINE
Grade:

Animal: GODP80028 NAMOONA PURLIN 

5ST080943 FIVE STAR TARZAN
Dam: GODK40095 NAMOONA K95

LYNF00126 LYNFIELD CARMEN

5ST080943 FIVE STAR TARZAN
Sire: GODL50088 NAMOONA LLEYTON HEWITT NR

HAZ06-325 BENCHMARK 06-325 (AI) (ET)
Grade:

Animal: GODP80029 NAMOONA PURNER 

 GODG10016 NAMOONA JASON ALEXANDER
Dam: GODK40037 NAMOONA KITE FLYER

CBNB184 CARIBBEAN B184 (ET)

The first "Lleyton" son of the day. "Lleyton" puts length, smooth coats, and Libido into his calves and this bull is no 
exception. 

$

Lot: 5 GODP80029 DOB: 12/04/2018

Age: 26 Months

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Age: 26 Months

Yearling Scrotal:

Age: 26 Months

The first "Lebron James" son. Very functional, with good length and a smooth coat, as with the other lots. Expect him 
to put productive progeny on the ground.

$

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Another King Kunta son who displays the length, bone, & frame, reflecting qualities his sire possessed. His dam has 
raised sale toppers in the past, was very fertile and was only culled on age due to the recent dry. He is not available 
for registration transfer as he has small scurs.

$
Lot: 4 GODP80028 DOB: 06/04/2018

Lot: 3 GODP80022 DOB: 25/03/2018

Purebred

2
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5ST080943 FIVE STAR TARZAN
Sire: GODL50088 NAMOONA LLEYTON HEWITT NR

HAZ06-325 BENCHMARK 06-325 (AI) (ET)
Grade:

Animal: GODP80030 NAMOONA POLO 

GODG10016 NAMOONA JASON ALEXANDER
Dam: GODK40016 NAMOONA KATE WINSLET

CBN05143 CARIBBEAN 05143 (AI) (ET)

1071084 SHQ 53D (ET) (IMP USA)
Sire:  5ST060536 FIVE STAR LONGFELLOW (AI) (ET) 35

1111026 PRR 2045L (IMP USA)
Grade:

Animal: GODP80039 NAMOONA PHELON 

LYN07045 LYNFIELD COMMISSIONER (AI)
Dam: GODL50116 NAMOONA L116

AACSE6R003 AACO SE6R003 (AI) (ET)

CBN05315 CARIBBEAN 05315 (AI) (ET)
Sire: GODH20036 NAMOONA CHARLES BARKLEY 33

CBN0704 CARIBBEAN 0704
Grade:

Animal: GODP80044 NAMOONA PEANUT 

BPSW408 BRINDLEY PARK SALUBRIOUS W408 (ET)
Dam: 5ST060466 FIVE STAR (AI) (ET)

5ST10513 FIVE STAR 10513 (AI) (ET)

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Age: 21 Months

Peanut’s mother died when he was only a couple of weeks old. He was hand reared from a poor start to life. As such 
he is a little behind on weight, you can see his quality in his conformation.

$

The only "Longfellow" bull in the sale. Cherry red in colour and plenty of length. A tidy unit who features some 
outcross genetics in "Thunder" and "Flor De Mayo". 

$
Lot: 8 GODP80044 DOB: 18/09/2018

Lot: 7 GODP80039 DOB: 28/08/2018

Age: 21 Months

Age: 26 Months

A quality "Lleyton Hewitt" son, out of a "Jason Alexander" daughter, he is one of many "Lleyton" sons in the 
catalogue, expect him to perform well for you.

$

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Lot: 6 GODP80030 DOB: 19/04/2018

3
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ECCB64 BILLABONG B64 (AI) (ET) (AI) (ET)
Sire: GODF00043 NAMOONA NOCONA 2 35

CBN04068 CARIBBEAN 04068 (AI) (ET)
Grade:

Animal: GODP80047 NAMOONA PIAMBONG 

AACSE3N15 AACO SE3N15 (ET)
Dam: GODG10030 NAMOONA NEODYMIUM

5ST080829 FIVE STAR 080829 (AI) (ET)

AACSE6R128 AACO SE6R128 (ET)
Sire: GODK45828 NAMOONA GEOFFREY 36

5ST070822 FIVE STAR 07-822
Grade:

Animal: GODP80049 NAMOONA PAYNE HAAS 

PHAF00026 PHA FURY
Dam: SSRM71645 SOUTHERN STAR M71645

SSRG11148 SOUTHERN STAR G11148

AACSE6R128 AACO SE6R128 (ET)
Sire: GODK45828 NAMOONA GEOFFREY 38

5ST070822 FIVE STAR 07-822
Grade:

Animal: GODP80052 NAMOONA PIKAPENE 

PHAF00026 PHA FURY
Dam: SSRM71646 SOUTHERN STAR M71646

SSRG11146 SOUTHERN STAR G11146

Yearling Scrotal:

Age: 21 Months

The first and only black bull in the catalogue. He is part of a little project we are working on developing black 
senepols. This bloke is 75% Senepol 25% Angus with the beautiful smooth Senepol coat. An excellent type with 
ample muscle, high libido and good frame. Like his name sake he will work all day. 

Another stylish bull that hasn't had it easy in life. He missed early weaning with the rest of his contemporaries due to 
a missed muster and toughed it out with mum with a severe lack of food for a couple more months. He will throw 
muscle and length onto his progeny.

$
GODP80049 DOB: 20/09/2018

Lot: 9 GODP80047 DOB: 19/09/2018

Age: 21 Months

Purebred

Yearling Scrotal:

Grade B

Yearling Scrotal:

Grade B

$

This bloke is again as a result of our black Senepol program however unfortunately he came out red! 75% Senepol 
25% Angus. Excellent muscling and a high libido. Will be an asset to any crossbreeding operation. 

$

Lot: 11 GODP80052 DOB: 21/09/2018

Age: 21 Months

Lot: 10

4
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ECCB64 BILLABONG B64 (AI) (ET) (AI) (ET)
Sire: GODF00043 NAMOONA NOCONA 2 30

CBN04068 CARIBBEAN 04068 (AI) (ET)
Grade:

Animal: GODP80055 NAMOONA PIMPIMBUDGEE 

LYN07045 LYNFIELD COMMISSIONER (AI)
Dam: LYNE00043 LYNFIELD CLASSIC

LYNC8003 LYNFIELD ANDREA

AACSE6R128 AACO SE6R128 (ET)
Sire: GODK45828 NAMOONA GEOFFREY 33

5ST070822 FIVE STAR 07-822
Grade:

Animal: GODP80057 NAMOONA PINDAR 

GODG10064 NAMOONA NATHAN SHARPE (AI)
Dam: GODL50071 NAMOONA LAURISTON

GODF00052 NAMOONA PALLADIUM

ECCB64 BILLABONG B64 (AI) (ET) (AI) (ET)
Sire: GODF00043 NAMOONA NOCONA 2 33

CBN04068 CARIBBEAN 04068 (AI) (ET)
Grade:

Animal: GODP80059 NAMOONA PINELANDS 

GODE0018 NAMOONA TRIG BIG DEL
Dam: GODH20014 NAMOONA BERKELIUM

GOD09004 NAMOONA TRIG NEON (AI)

$

14 GODP80059 DOB: 30/09/2018

Age: 20 Months

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

An excellent "Nocona 2" son with "Big Del" coming through on the Dam side. He is a long, well muscled, smooth 
coated bull that we would have no quams using over heifers. 

Age: 20 Months

A functional bull out of a "Natahan Sharpe" female. 

$

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Lot:

A larger framed bull with good muscling and obvious length. Still plenty of growing to do. 

$
Lot: 13 GODP80057 DOB: 29/09/2018

Lot: 12 GODP80055 DOB: 26/09/2018

Age: 20 Months

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

5



GODP80030 Lot 6 

GODP80039 Lot 7 



GODQ90007 Lot 21 

GODQ90012 Lot 22 
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CBN05315 CARIBBEAN 05315 (AI) (ET)
Sire: GODH20036 NAMOONA CHARLES BARKLEY 35.5

CBN0704 CARIBBEAN 0704
Grade:

Animal: GODP80061 NAMOONA PINGARING 

1111050 PRR2110L (IMP USA)
Dam: HAZ06-313 BENCHMARK 06-313 (AI) (ET)

1109317 CN250L (IMP USA)

CBN05315 CARIBBEAN 05315 (AI) (ET)
Sire: GODH20036 NAMOONA CHARLES BARKLEY NR

CBN0704 CARIBBEAN 0704
Grade:

Animal: GODP80066 NAMOONA PHILLIP 

GODF00043 NAMOONA NOCONA 2
Dam: GODH20057 NAMOONA JOY H20057

5ST080829 FIVE STAR 080829 (AI) (ET)

AACSE6R128 AACO SE6R128 (ET)
Sire: GODK45828 NAMOONA GEOFFREY NR

5ST070822 FIVE STAR 07-822
Grade:

Animal: GODP80072 NAMOONA PIMPINIO 

GODH20036 NAMOONA CHARLES BARKLEY
Dam: GODL50051 NAMOONA CASI'S SHADOW L51

GODH20073 NAMOONA CASI'S SHADOW H20073

Lot: 15 GODP80061 DOB: 30/09/2018

Lot: 16 GODP80066 DOB: 06/10/2018

Age: 20 Months

Large framed later maturing son of "Geoffrey", will grow into a big bull. Has small scurs, as such we will not transfer 
his registration.

$

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

"Charles" on the sire side and "Nocona 2" on the dam side. His pedigree is stacked with good bodied bulls and this 
bloke is no exception. Probably the smoothest bodied bull in the draft. Lays down fat easily I expect him to scan well. 
As thick physically as Donald Trump is mentally, will be more appealing to the girls however.

$
Lot: 17 GODP80072 DOB: 11/10/2018

Age: 20 Months

Purebred

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Yearling Scrotal:

Age: 20 Months

Another "Charles" son who has been stamped with his trademark style. Length, Musle and Frame. His Dam was a 
super fertile cow who has really left her legacy throughout our herd, her sons have sold well in the past and I don't 
expect this bloke to be an exception. Don't miss him. Maternal half brother to our stud sire "Big Del".

$

6
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GODH20036 NAMOONA CHARLES BARKLEY
Sire: GODM60020 NAMOONA M20 NR

GOD09004 NAMOONA TRIG NEON (AI)
Grade:

Animal: GODP80075 NAMOONA PINDAROI 

AACSE4P010 AACO SE4P010 (ET)
Dam: GODG10020 NAMOONA BARIUM

5ST080863 FIVE STAR 08-863

GODH20036 NAMOONA CHARLES BARKLEY
Sire: GODL50042 NAMOONA LEBRON JAMES NR

GODG10015 NAMOONA IODINE
Grade:

Animal: GODP80088 NAMOONA PIMBAACLA 

AACSE3N15 AACO SE3N15 (ET)
Dam: GODG10025 NAMOONA LANTHANUM

5ST080009 FIVE STAR 08-9

AACSE6R128 AACO SE6R128 (ET)
Sire: GODK45828 NAMOONA GEOFFREY NR

5ST070822 FIVE STAR 07-822
Grade:

Animal: GODP80089 NAMOONA PIMPAMA 

GODG10016 NAMOONA JASON ALEXANDER
Dam: GODM60024 NAMOONA M24

GODJ30011 NAMOONA JOLLY CLARISSA

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

19 Months

Age: 19 Months

Good bodied and well grown, out of a quality "Jason Alexander" female. Again this fella has small scurs so we will not 
transfer his registration.

$

A handy herd improver type, framey, later maturing type, will grow into a big bull.

$
Lot: 20 GODP80089 DOB: 16/11/2018

Lot: 19 GODP80088 DOB: 12/11/2018

Age:

An excellent son of M620. He is large framed, long and has ample muscle. His dam is one of our favourites, she 
produces a calf every year and has been displayed at Beef in the past.

$

Lot: 18 GODP80075 DOB: 20/10/2018

Age: 20 Months

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

7
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5ST080943 FIVE STAR TARZAN
Sire: GODL50088 NAMOONA LLEYTON HEWITT 32

HAZ06-325 BENCHMARK 06-325 (AI) (ET)
Grade:

Animal: GODQ90007 NAMOONA QUEENSFERRY 

CBN05315 CARIBBEAN 05315 (AI) (ET)
Dam: GODG10043 NAMOONA GADOLINIUM

ECCA180 ECC HYACINTH A180 (AI) (ET)

5ST080943 FIVE STAR TARZAN
Sire: GODL50088 NAMOONA LLEYTON HEWITT 36.5

HAZ06-325 BENCHMARK 06-325 (AI) (ET)
Grade:

Animal: GODQ90012 NAMOONA QUINS ROCKS 

5ST040968 FIVE STAR GOVERNOR (AI) (ET)
Dam: LYNF00111 LYNFIELD CLASSY

AACSE6R034 AACO SE6R034 (ET)

5ST080943 FIVE STAR TARZAN
Sire: GODL50088 NAMOONA LLEYTON HEWITT 39

HAZ06-325 BENCHMARK 06-325 (AI) (ET)
Grade:

Animal: GODQ90013 NAMOONA QUIRINIDI 

GODG10016 NAMOONA JASON ALEXANDER
Dam: GODK40029 NAMOONA KIAMA

5ST080903 FIVE STAR 08-903

Age: 16 Months

$

Purebred

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Yearling Scrotal:

Lot: 23 GODQ90013 DOB: 30/01/2019

Age: 16 Months

$

Lot: 22 GODQ90012 DOB: 28/01/2019

Lot: 21 GODQ90007 DOB: 30/01/2019

Age: 16 Months

$

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

An outstanding bodied, dark coated "Lleyton Hewitt" 2019 calf. Out of a dam who consisitently produces top quality 
bulls.

Another "Lleyton Hewitt" son, as if you couldn’t identify him, they’re like peas in a pod.

Another quality young "Lleyton" son. These young bulls still have some serious growing to do.

8
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5ST080943 FIVE STAR TARZAN
Sire: GODL50088 NAMOONA LLEYTON HEWITT 31

HAZ06-325 BENCHMARK 06-325 (AI) (ET)
Grade:

Animal: GODQ90014 NAMOONA QUONDONG 

1100008 KF 140G KING ALPHA (IMP USA)
Dam: MTR05064 MT RAVEN CARMEN 05064 (AI) (ET)

1053271 BTF 1626 (IMP USA)

CBN05315 CARIBBEAN 05315 (AI) (ET)
Sire: GODH20036 NAMOONA CHARLES BARKLEY 34

CBN0704 CARIBBEAN 0704
Grade:

Animal: GODQ90016 NAMOONA QUALCO 

CBND08143 CARIBBEAN AKUBRA (AI)
Dam: GODJ30016 NAMOONA JUSTINE AKUBRA

CBN05305 CARIBBEAN 05305 (AI) (ET)

5ST080943 FIVE STAR TARZAN
Sire: GODL50088 NAMOONA LLEYTON HEWITT 35

HAZ06-325 BENCHMARK 06-325 (AI) (ET)
Grade:

Animal: GODQ90017 NAMOONA QUAMBONE 

CBN05315 CARIBBEAN 05315 (AI) (ET)
Dam: GODE0026 NAMOONA MAGNESIUM

HAZ02-004 BENCHMARK 02-004 (AI) (ET) (IMP AUS)

Age: 16 Months

Another good bodied, functional bull. Out of an outstanding CBN05315 daughter. 

$

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

$
Lot: 26 GODQ90017 DOB: 30/01/2019

Age: 16 Months

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

A well structured 2019 calf by "Charles Barkley".

Age: 16 Months

Lot: 25 GODQ90016 DOB: 31/01/2019

Lot: 24 GODQ90014 DOB: 30/01/2019

Another quality "Lleyton" son, out of an outstanding "King Alpha" cow. We have used her sons in herd in the past.

$

9
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5ST080943 FIVE STAR TARZAN
Sire: GODL50088 NAMOONA LLEYTON HEWITT 34

HAZ06-325 BENCHMARK 06-325 (AI) (ET)
Grade:

Animal: GODQ90018 NAMOONA QUANDA 

GODF00003 NAMOONA TONY BAKER
Dam: GODH20067 NAMOONA ALEXIS H20067

ECCE0380 EAGLEHAWK ALEXIS E380

CBN05315 CARIBBEAN 05315 (AI) (ET)
Sire: GODH20036 NAMOONA CHARLES BARKLEY 35

CBN0704 CARIBBEAN 0704
Grade:

Animal: GODQ90020 NAMOONA QUEENSTOWN 

1111050 PRR2110L (IMP USA)
Dam: HAZ06-310 BENCHMARK 06-310 (AI) (ET)

 1109317 CN250L (IMP USA)

CBN05315 CARIBBEAN 05315 (AI) (ET)
Sire: GODH20036 NAMOONA CHARLES BARKLEY 34

CBN0704 CARIBBEAN 0704
Grade:

Animal: GODQ90025 NAMOONA QUINYAMBIE 

5ST080943 FIVE STAR TARZAN
Dam: GODK40093 NAMOONA K93

SPK08127 PINNACLE POCKET BERNIECE

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Yearling Scrotal:

Age: 16 Months

Another typical, growthy "Lleyton" son. Out of a cow that traces back to "Thunder".

$

$
Lot: 28 GODQ90020 DOB: 02/02/2019

Lot: 27

Purebred

Another good bodied, well constructed baby by the well performed Charles Barkley.

$

Lot: 29 GODQ90025 DOB: 09/02/2019

Age: 16 Months

GODQ90018 DOB: 30/01/2019

Age: 16 Months

Another quality Charles Barkley son. Out of a full sister to the dams of "Big Del" and "Lleyton Hewitt's". It has been a 
very sucsessful cow line for us.
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GODQ90035 Lot 32 
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5ST080943 FIVE STAR TARZAN
Sire: GODL50088 NAMOONA LLEYTON HEWITT 35

HAZ06-325 BENCHMARK 06-325 (AI) (ET)
Grade:

Animal: GODQ90030 NAMOONA QUAMBY BEND 

5ST020815 FIVE STAR BRANDON (AI) (ET)
Dam:  LYNF11029 LYNFIELD DEE

AACSE6R017 AACO SE6R017 (AI) (ET)

5ST080943 FIVE STAR TARZAN
Sire: GODL50088 NAMOONA LLEYTON HEWITT 32

HAZ06-325 BENCHMARK 06-325 (AI) (ET)
Grade:

Animal: GODQ90032 NAMOONA QUANTONG 

1078124 AMI 635E FLOR DE MAYO (ET) (IMP USA)
Dam: PHAC94 PHA C94 (ET)

CBNY15 CARIBBEAN Y15 (ET) (IMP AUS)

5ST080943 FIVE STAR TARZAN
Sire: GODL50088 NAMOONA LLEYTON HEWITT 34

HAZ06-325 BENCHMARK 06-325 (AI) (ET)
Grade:

Animal: GODQ90035 NAMOONA QUEENTON 

GODH20036 NAMOONA CHARLES BARKLEY
Dam: GODK40056 NAMOONA KYOGLE

GODE9042 NAMOONA SCANDIUM

16 Months

And again, by "Lleyton" out of a quality home bred "Charles" female.

$

"Lleyton" does it again. Out of a large framed "Flor De Mayo" cow.

$
Lot: 32 GODQ90035 DOB: 11/02/2019

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Age:

31 GODQ90032 DOB: 11/02/2019

Age: 16 Months

Age: 16 Months

Another typical "Lleyton" son. Out of a well performed "Brandon" daughter.

$
Lot:

Lot: 30 GODQ90030 DOB: 15/02/2019
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CBN05315 CARIBBEAN 05315 (AI) (ET)
Sire: GODH20036 NAMOONA CHARLES BARKLEY 33

CBN0704 CARIBBEAN 0704
Grade:

Animal: GODQ90037 NAMOONA QUIDONG 

GODF00043 NAMOONA NOCONA 2
Dam: GODK40019 NAMOONA KIA MARIA

ECCA208 EAGLEHAWK MARIA A208 (AI) (ET)

5ST080943 FIVE STAR TARZAN
Sire: GODL50088 NAMOONA LLEYTON HEWITT 33

HAZ06-325 BENCHMARK 06-325 (AI) (ET)
Grade:

Animal: GODQ90041 NAMOONA QUOIBA 

GODE0018 NAMOONA TRIG BIG DEL
Dam: GODH20056 NAMOONA MARIA H20056

ECCA208 EAGLEHAWK MARIA A208 (AI) (ET)

GODH20036 NAMOONA CHARLES BARKLEY
Sire: GODM60020 NAMOONA M20 33

GOD09004 NAMOONA TRIG NEON (AI)
Grade:

Animal: GODQ90042 NAMOONA QUORROBOLONG 

GODF00043 NAMOONA NOCONA 2
Dam: GODK40010 NAMOONA KIT NEON

GOD09004 NAMOONA TRIG NEON (AI)

Age: 15 Months

"Lleyton" does it again with another pea in the pod. You won't want to miss this fella.

$

"Charles" does it again with a well fleshed son.

$
Lot: 34 GODQ90041

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Last but not least, the absolute baby. A quality "M620"/"Nocona 2" combo.

$

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Lot: 35 GODQ90042 DOB: 25/02/2019

Age: 15 Months

DOB: 23/02/2019

Lot: 33 GODQ90037 DOB: 20/02/2019

Age: 16 Months
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1080334 HBC 918 28G (IMP USA)
Sire: PHAB03 PHA BOB MARLEY (ET) NR

1112736 WC8400M (IMP USA)
Grade:

Animal: GLPP80008 SILVERLEIGH PIERRE CARDIN 

BOMC01 BOOMERANG PARK COVERDRIVE
Dam: GLPG10008 SILVERLEIGH COVER GIRL

GLPE9 SILVERLEIGH GOLDEN GIRL

1080334 HBC 918 28G (IMP USA)
Sire: PHAB03 PHA BOB MARLEY (ET) NR

1112736 WC8400M (IMP USA)
Grade:

Animal: GLPP80010 SILVERLEIGH PINK FLOYD 

1060890 CN5480 HERCULES (IMP USA)
Dam: GLPD4 SILVERLEIGH ENDORA (AI)

GLPZ1 SILVERLEIGH ENCHANTRESS (ET)

Pierre Cardin exhibits excellent growth and muscle. His dam was Junior champion heifer Beef 2012. She has 
exceptional fertility and routinely produces an outstanding calf. Her bulls have topped the sale here in Rockhampton 
and all her sons are breeding exceptionally well. 

$

Pink Floyd is an exceptional bull, possibly the best we have bred. He has exceptional growth exhibiting muscle, frame and length 
with a bomb proof temperament. We turned him out with cows in the middle of the drought and he lost condition but is whacking 
it back on now. By the highly proven sire PHA Bob Marley from a large framed perfectly sound 14 year old by the sire of sires, 
Hercules. In turn she was from a great Wizard cow. Highly recommended. 

$

Lot: 37 GLPP80010 DOB: 09/08/2018

Age: 22 Months

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Lot: 36 GLPP80008 DOB: 31/07/2018

Yearling Scrotal:

Purebred

Silverleigh Senepols 
Bulls Lots 36-37

Age: 22 Months
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LIVESTOCK AUCTION TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE 

© FEBRUARY 2017 Australian Livestock & Property Agents Association Limited All rights reserved.   
Unauthorised reproduction in whole or in part is an infringement of copyright. 

These Livestock Auction Terms & Conditions of Sale are provided to ALPA members as recommended terms and conditions only. 

CHAPTER ONE - PRELIMINARY 
1. (a) A vendor is bound by these terms and conditions by offering livestock 

for sale by auction. 

(b) An agent (which includes an auctioneer) is bound by these terms and
conditions by conducting an auction sale.

(c) A buyer is bound by these terms and conditions by bidding at auction.

(d) Competition and Consumer Act (Cth) 2010

It is unlawful for parties that are, or otherwise would be, in competition
with each other to make, or give effect to, a contract, arrangement or
understanding that contains a provision relating to:

i. price-fixing; or
ii. restricting outputs in the production and supply chain; or
iii. allocating customers, suppliers or territories; or
iv. bid-rigging; or
v. collusive bidding.

Large fines and other sanctions may be imposed for unlawful conduct. 

2. (a) In these terms the expression auctioneer, agent, buyer and vendor 
respectively includes the servants, contractors and agents of each of 
them.  The auctioneer, agent, buyer and vendor shall be wholly 
responsible for the acts and omissions of their respective servants, 
contractors and agents.  The term “auctioneer” includes, so far as the 
law and context permits, the vendor’s agent.

(b) When used in these terms the expressions “companion animals”
means all animals originating from the same property on a particular
day.  Where lots are split and sent to multiple establishments, then all
of these animals shall be regarded as companions.

3. The following applies in interpreting these terms and conditions: 

(a) The following words have the following meanings:

Fees means all levies, charges, fees, costs and other expenses incurred
or relating to these terms and conditions and the sale and purchase of
livestock including, without limitation, transaction levies, yard and
weigh dues, cartage, advertising and rebates, and whether paid for, or
incurred, by the agent;

Livestock means animals auctioned pursuant to these terms and
conditions; and 

Price means the amount at which the lot has been sold to the buyer
referred to in clause 7 of these terms and conditions

(i) plus any Fees and other expenses incurred in relation to the
purchase of livestock that are payable by the buyer; and

(ii) plus any GST added in accordance with clause 12.

(b) These terms and conditions are subject to legislation or regulation in
the State in which the auction is conducted and in the event of any
conflict then the legislation or regulation will prevail. The provisions of
these terms and conditions are in addition to, and do not derogate
from, the duties and rights of vendors, agents and buyers set out in
legislation and regulation in the State in which the auction is
conducted. 

CHAPTER TWO - STANDARD TERMS OF SALE 
4. Subject to any reserve price, and to the right, prior to the fall of the hammer, of

the vendor to withdraw any lot without declaring the reserve, the highest
bidder shall be the buyer.

5. The auctioneer has the right to bid on behalf of the vendor provided that right
is notified prior to the commencement of the sale and is subject to State law. 

6. A bid cannot be made or accepted after the fall of the hammer unless, in
accordance with clause 8, the auctioneer decides to put the lot up again.

7. Prior to the fall of the hammer the auctioneer shall announce the last bid and
receive any further bids.  The last price called by the auctioneer at the fall of
the hammer shall be the amount at which the lot has been sold.

8. In the event of a disputed bid, the auctioneer is the sole arbitrator of the
successful bidder or the auctioneer may decide to put the lot up again.  The
auctioneer’s decision is final.

9. The auctioneer may refuse to accept any bid which, in the auctioneer’s opinion,
is not in the best interest of the vendor and need not give reasons for doing so.

10. A bidder shall be deemed to be a principal unless, prior to bidding, the bidder
has given to the auctioneer a copy of written authority to bid for or on behalf of
another person.

11. The successful bidder at a livestock auction sale must give to the auctioneer at
the fall of the hammer:

(a) the purchaser’s name; or

(b) the bid card number which identifies the purchaser; or

(c) the name of the person on whose behalf the successful bid was made;
and

(d) the Property Identification Code (known as the “PIC”) of destination.

12. The auction shall be conducted on the basis that the bid price shall be
exclusive of Goods and Services Tax (GST). GST shall be added after the fall of
the hammer for those sales subject to GST. 

13. The vendor warrants;

(a) That the vendor has (or will have) the right to sell the livestock at the
time of delivery; and

(b) That the purchaser will obtain title on completion of the purchaser’s
obligations under this contract including payment.

14. If a buyer does not comply with any of these terms and conditions, which
includes the requirements of State law, any livestock knocked down to that
buyer may be re-sold by public auction or private contract in whatever lots and
manner the auctioneer decides.  The re-sale may be with or without notice and
shall be at the buyer’s risk.  The buyer is responsible for all loss and expense 
arising out of a re-sale and is not entitled to any resulting profit.

15. The buyer of livestock must pay the agent the full amount of the purchase price
in immediate funds on receipt of a tax invoice.  Payment is required prior to
delivery unless some other time for payment is specified in an agreement
between the buyer and the auctioneer that was made before the fall of the
hammer.  If, before delivery, payment has not been made then clauses 20 to 23
apply. 

16. No person may bid unless, prior to the commencement of the sale, that person
has made arrangements satisfactory to the auctioneer for payment for
livestock purchased.  If bids in breach of this condition are inadvertently
accepted, delivery shall not be given until the purchase money is paid and any
law, rule or practice to the contrary is accordingly negatived as far as possible.

17. (a)    Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed pre-sale are at the risk 
and expense of the buyer upon the fall of the hammer. 

(b) Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed post-sale are at the
risk and expense of the buyer immediately after weighing. 

(c) All livestock other than cattle sold on a liveweight basis are at the risk
and expense of the buyer upon the fall of the hammer.

18. (a) Subject to this clause the sale is complete on the fall of the hammer.

(b) The time for rejection is the time commencing at the fall of the hammer
and ending at the first of:

(i) delivery is taken by a representative of the buyer;

(ii) departure of the animal from the purchaser’s delivery pen; or

(iii) one hour after the last animal is:

a. in the case of pre-sale weighing, sold; or

b. in the case of post-sale weighing, weighed. 

(c) During the time for rejection the buyer may reject any animal which is
lame, blind or diseased where that condition existed prior to the fall of
the hammer but could not be reasonably observed when the animal was
in the selling pen. 

(d) If the purchaser rejects an animal during the time for rejection then the
sale of that animal is cancelled and the animal is returned to the vendor
or sold on such terms as any buyer and the agent may agree, after the
agent has disclosed the reason for rejection to that buyer.

(e) This subclause applies only to cattle which are sold in Queensland at
auction for slaughter.  The agent has responsibility for the prevention
of loss or escape (but not death, sickness or injury) of those cattle from
the time of the fall of the hammer, for delivery to and from the scales, to
the buyer’s delivery pen and onto the buyer’s nominated transport. 
This responsibility ends at the earlier of those cattle boarding the
buyer’s nominated transport or sunset on the day after the sale.  This

subclause does not apply if the agent makes an announcement to that 
effect prior to sale.  

19. (a) Subject to the right of rejection in Clause 18, all conditions and 
warranties expressed or implied by law are hereby excluded from the 
sale to the extent that the law allows.  All lots are open for inspection 
prior to the commencement of the sale and are sold with all faults, if 
any.  No compensation shall be given for any faults, imperfections, 
errors of description, number in or of any lots sold or otherwise.  

(b) Any claim or objection arising out of an error or misdescription in the
provision of relevant information in terms of legislation or regulation
concerning the National Livestock Identification Scheme (NLIS) must be
made by 5:00pm on the seventh day after the fall of the hammer.  No
objection, requisition or claim against the vendor or agent in respect of
such error or misdescription can be made after that time. 

(c) Any statements made by the vendor or the auctioneer whether in
writing or orally to the effect that any female has been pregnancy tested
or scanned positive shall mean and require only that a certificate in
writing shall be supplied to the buyer signed by a qualified veterinary
surgeon or certified scanner certifying that the said female has been
tested or scanned on the date specified in the certificate and that in the
opinion of the surgeon or scanner was pregnant on that date.

(d) For slaughter cattle, the agent undertakes to make every reasonable
effort to ensure that any NLIS cattle device number is transferred from
the saleyard PIC to the purchaser’s PIC on the NLIS database no later
than midnight on the day of the sale. 

(e) For other slaughter livestock the agent undertakes to make every
reasonable effort to ensure that the NLIS information is transferred
from the saleyard PIC to the purchaser’s PIC on the NLIS database no
later than midnight on the day of the sale.

(f) Where livestock have a food safety or market eligibility status derived
from the National Vendor Declaration (NVD) and/or the NLIS/ERP
database, the agent will inform the buyers by presale catalogue and/or
announce the status prior to the offering of those lots.

20. If delivery is made to, or possession obtained by, the buyer or its
representative before full payment of the Price, then until full payment is
received, the buyer:

(a) does not acquire title to the livestock;

(b) holds the livestock as bailee only for the vendor;

(c) must act in a fiduciary capacity in its relationship with the vendor;

(d) must store the stock separately or so that they are readily
distinguishable from other livestock owned by the buyer;

(e) is responsible for the safety and well being of the livestock;

(f) may make a bona fide sale for market value of any or all of the
livestock.  As between the buyer and the subsequent buyer, the sale
shall be made by the buyer in its own name and not as agent for the
vendor, however as between the vendor and buyer, the sale shall be
made as bailee and agent for the vendor; and

(g) must keep and account for the proceeds of any subsequent sale
separately from its other money and hold those proceeds, together with
the benefits of any rights against subsequent buyers, on trust for the
vendor.

21. The purchaser agrees that:

(a) Clause 20 creates a registrable security interest under the Personal 
Property Securities Act (Cth) 2009 (PPSA);

(b) the Purchaser acknowledges the rights of the Seller (and/or the Agent if
Clause 25 applies) to register a financing statement under the PPSA
with respect to the security interest created by this clause;

(c) the Livestock are collateral for the purposes of the PPSA;

(d) to the extent permitted, the Purchaser waives any right the Purchaser
has under the PPSA to receive notices; and

(e) the date upon which the security interest created by this clause comes
into force is the first date on which livestock are delivered pursuant to
this contract

22. The buyer may not make any claim against the vendor for actions by the
vendor or its agent under clauses 20 or 21 and indemnifies the vendor and its
agent against any loss, damage, costs, expenses, penalties, fines or claims
suffered by the vendor, the agent or any person or entity arising from the
vendor exercising its rights under clauses 20 or 21.

23.1. Clause 23 applies whenever the agent pays the vendor before being paid by 
the buyer, which the agent is not bound to do. The agent is then the del credere 
agent of the vendor at law. 

23.2. The vendor hereby gives notice to the buyer of the assignments referred to in 
clause 23.3.  

23.3. When this clause applies, in addition to any rights of the agent that arise by 
operation of the law, the parties agree that, subject to clause 23.5 the agent is 
subrogated to all rights of the vendor under these terms and conditions 
against the buyer.  

23.4. The vendor acknowledges that the agent may take enforcement, repossession 
or other action to recover any livestock for which the buyer has not paid in full, 
or the Price of such livestock, owing by the buyer under these terms and 
conditions:  

(a) when this clause does not apply, as agent of the vendor (including by
reselling the livestock); and 

(b) when this clause applies, on the agent’s own behalf exercising the
rights of the vendor by subrogation or assignment under these terms
and conditions (whether in the vendor’s name or not) and, where title to
the livestock has not passed to the agent, by selling the livestock as
agent of the vendor without the agent having to account to the vendor
for the proceeds of sale.

23.5. The agent may at any time, assign, transfer, securitise or otherwise dispose of 
all or any of its rights under these terms and conditions and any debts created 
pursuant to it (including, without limitation, the rights assigned to it under 
clause 23.3).  

23.6. The vendor hereby irrevocably appoints the agent as the vendor’s attorney to: 

(a) do at any time and in any manner as the agent thinks fit all acts
necessary or desirable to perfect or improve the rights and interests
afforded, or intended to be afforded, to the agent under these terms and
conditions; and 

(b) appoint one or more sub-attorneys to do anything that the agent may
do as the vendor’s attorney. 

23.7. These terms and conditions do not render the agent liable to the buyer as 
vendor nor entitle the buyer to set off against the agent any right the buyer may 
have against the vendor or otherwise.  

23.8. The buyer acknowledges that the provisions of this clause 23 are intended 
solely for the benefit of the agent (and its assigns) and the vendor. The 
liabilities and obligations of the buyer will not be in any way affected:  

(a) by this clause 23, other than as it expressly provides; or

(b) by the failure of the agent or the vendor or either of them to comply
with the terms of this clause 23. 

23.9. The buyer must pay all amounts payable to the vendor or the agent under 
these terms and conditions without any deduction, withholding, set off or 
counterclaim whatsoever, whether the benefit of a deduction, withholding, set 
off or counterclaim is alleged to exist in favour of the buyer as against the 
vendor or the agent in any capacity whatsoever or any other person including 
any assignor of the vendor’s or the buyer’s interests under these terms and 
conditions. 

24. (a) The agent agrees that he is liable to pay to the vendor the Price, less 
such commission as is agreed between the vendor and the agent, and 
in the absence of any agreement such amount as is reasonable, and 
less the Fees that are payable by the vendor that were incurred by the 
agent on behalf of the vendor in relation to the sale of the livestock.  

(b) In the event that the buyer pays the Price or part of it direct to the
vendor then the agent has no liability to the vendor for the amount of
such payment. Further, if the agent pays the vendor any amount which
the buyer also pays direct to the vendor in respect of the same
livestock, then the vendor must repay the agent that amount and the
agent may debit that amount to an account held in the name of the
vendor by the agent. 

(c) Regardless of whether or not a sale has occurred the agent may, but is
not under obligation so to do, instead of deducting payments owed to it
by the vendor, debit the amount of the commission and fees to an
account held in the name of the vendor by the agent.

25. (a) The auctioneer has been retained by the vendor as auctioneer for the
purpose of selling the livestock comprised in the lots.  The terms of

engagement between the auctioneer and the vendor do not extend to 
the provision of advice by the auctioneer to the vendor in relation to the 
safety or otherwise of the sale ring, the saleyards and the surrounding 
environments. 

(b) The vendor, the agent and the buyer agree to comply with their several
duties under the Australian Animal Welfare Standards and Guidelines
for the Land Transport of Livestock and further to consign, manage,
receive, transport and handle livestock in accordance with any other or
additional requirements of animal welfare legislation specific to the
jurisdiction in which livestock are consigned, managed, received,
transported and handled in the course of the auction process.

CHAPTER THREE – VENDOR WARRANTY FOR CORRECT
PRESENTATION AND DECLARATION 
26. This chapter applies only in the case of livestock and their companion animals

sold at auction for slaughter when the buyer is the slaughterer and the
livestock are transported direct from the sale yard to the meatworks at which
they are slaughtered.  This chapter does not apply if the buyer is a trader who
subsequently resells the livestock to a slaughterer.  A slaughterer is any
person who pays the AMPC Processor levy.

27. The warranty of a vendor is that livestock and their companion animals offered
for sale at auction: 

(a) pass government and other regulatory authority requirements and
inspections at the time of slaughter;.

(b) are of merchantable quality;

(c) carry an NLIS device in accordance with State law;

(d) in the case where a representation has been made in the pre-sale
catalogue that the livestock have particular characteristics or are fit for
a particular purpose or market, and such representations are based on
information in any document, the livestock will have those
characteristics or will be fit for the particular purpose or market; and

(e) all information in any document provided by the vendor is true,
complete and correct in all material respects. 

28. In the event of a breach by the vendor of the vendor’s warranty and provided
such breach is notified by the buyer to the agent by 5:00pm on the 7th day after
the fall of the hammer then the buyer is not liable to pay the portion of the Price
of such of the vendor’s livestock to which the breach applies.

29. However if the breach by the vendor is such that the livestock are not rejected
outright but are instead downgraded then the buyer will pay the value of the
livestock at their next highest and best use.

30. In the case of a breach by the vendor of the vendor’s warranty then the vendor
will also be liable to the buyer for any further losses which the buyer might
establish but the buyer will take all reasonable steps in co-operation with the
agent and vendor to mitigate both the effect of the breach and the amount of
any loss.

31. Where a sentinel animal of a lot tests positive for chemical residue, or foreign
material contamination and provided such test is certified and notified as
required by these vendor warranty terms, then:

(a) the buyer will be entitled to delay payment for the price of all livestock
in that lot only; or

(b) the vendor has the option, at the vendor’s cost, of collecting the 
companion animals, if allowed by law; or of having the livestock
slaughtered in which event the risk of further condemnations will be
that of the vendor.  Where product integrity is potentially jeopardised,
the Processor has the right to refuse slaughter and send the livestock
back to the consigning property at the vendor’s cost.

32. The auctioneer is liable to the buyer in respect of any breach of the vendor’s
warranty arising out of:

(a) any error, by the auctioneer, of transcription of information from the
NVD completed by the vendor to the pre-sale catalogue or the buyers
post-sale summary;

(b) any failure by the auctioneer to notify the buyer, prior to bidding, of any
breach by the vendor of the warranty of the vendor if the buyer
establishes that the agent knew of such breach prior to the sale; and

(c) any failure by the auctioneer to announce prior to bidding, or disclose
in the pre-sale catalogue, that the vendor has failed to provide a NVD
that is complete in all material aspects.

CHAPTER FOUR - OWNERS RISK FOR CONDITION OF CATTLE 
33. This chapter applies only in the case of cattle and their companion animals

sold at auction for slaughter when the buyer is the slaughterer and the cattle
are transported direct from the sale yard to the meatworks at which they are
slaughtered. This chapter does not apply if the buyer is a trader who
subsequently resells cattle to a slaughterer.  A slaughterer is any person who
pays the AMPC Processor levy.

34. Owners risk reflects the producer’s responsibility to provide slaughter cattle
for sale that are fit for human consumption. Cattle are fit for human
consumption if they are not condemned as unfit by government. Owners risk
applies if the condemnation is due to a condition in the animal which the buyer
establishes, by the relevant government certificate, existed prior to the fall of
the hammer.

35. A buyer with the benefit of owners risk protection is not liable to pay the Price
of that animal to the vendor. The buyer remains nevertheless liable for all costs
incurred after the fall of the hammer in transport, slaughter, testing and
disposal of the animal.

36. Owners risk protection is available to the buyer of cattle to which this chapter
applies if all of the following are satisfied:

(a) a certificate is issued by government which states the relevant NLIS
RFID tag number and PIC, the date of the certificate, the reason for
condemnation and that the reason for condemnation existed prior to
the fall of the hammer;

(b) the certificate is received by the selling agent either in its original form
or by fax or electronic communication in the form of data, text or
imaging by 5:00pm on the 7th day after the fall of the hammer; and

(c) if the condemnation is due to chemical residue the certificate follows
testing in a government  approved laboratory which establishes
maximum residue limits in excess of the Australian limit.

37. Owners risk does not apply, and the buyer must pay for the cattle, if the reason
for condemnation is any of bruising, fever, partial condemnation or emaciation.

CHAPTER FIVE - NOTICES REQUIRED BY LEGISLATION 

NSW Property, Stock and Business Agents Act 2002 Warnings 

Penalties for collusive practices.  It is an offence against the Property, Stock and 
Business Agents Act 2002 for a person to do any of the following as a result of a 
collusive practice, or to induce or attempt to induce another person by a collusive 
practice to do any of the following: 

(i) to abstain from bidding; or

(ii) to bid to a limited extent only; or

(iii) to do any other act that might prevent free and open competition.

Severe penalties may be imposed on persons convicted of collusive practices. 

The auctioneer has the right to make one bid on behalf of the vendor if the auctioneer 
clearly and precisely announces that fact prior to the sale.  

Tasmania Legislation. An auctioneer conducting a public auction must not appear to 
acknowledge the making of a bid if no bid was made. A person must not participate in 
collusive practices by way of making or receiving an unlawful promise to abstain from 
bidding, not to bid except to a limited extent or do any other thing which may prevent 
free and open competition.  

WA Auction Sales Act 1973 s31 NOTICE.  
It is an offence to: 
(i) induce or attempt to induce another person to abstain from bidding by means

of a promise, expressed or implied, that the other person will have the right to
elect to take over as buyer or to toss or draw lots to establish who is to
become the owner;

(ii) abstain or agree to abstain from bidding as a result of such a promise;

(iii) knowingly enter or permit or cause to be entered in the auctioneer’s record any
name other than that of the actual successful bidder;

(iv) enter in the auctioneer’s record the name of the buyer other than that of the
actual successful bidder; or

(v) in the case of successful bidder supply wrong information as to the name of
the buyer to the auctioneer or to any person, firm or corporation on whose
behalf the sale is conducted. 

The vendor, or any person on behalf of the vendor, or the auctioneer have the right to 
make no more than three bids. 



ON-FARM BULL COLLECTIONS
with artificial vagina & electro-ejaculator, collection & straw processing

ON-FARM SEMEN & MORPHOLOGY TESTING
using Olympus BX53 “Gold Standard” morphology microscope

MUSCLE SCANNING
Eye muscle / rib fat / rump fat / IMF / scrotal measurement

TRAINING / COURSES
Cattle AI / AI refresher / bull semen collecting & assessment

4 Oakwood St, Caloundra Qld 4551 –  m: 0413 702 919
e: bulltesting@outlook.com | w: www.pkbulltesting.com

Cattle Artificial Breeding Consultant (since 1988)
Cert. IV Training & Assessment (Cattle Artificial Breeding)

Accredited Breedplan Muscle Scanner 1039
Certificate of Training – Sperm Morphology (Chenovet Pty Ltd)

CATTLE BREEDING SERVICES PTY LTD
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ntsenepol.com.au
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